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PROPERTY RIGHTS, CORRUPTION AND THE
ALLOCATION OF TALENT: A GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM
APPROACH *
Daron Acemogluand ThierryVerdier
We consider an economy where contracts are necessary to encourage investments. Contract
enforcement requires that a fraction of the agents work in the public sector and do not accept
bribes. We find that: (1) It may be optimal to allow some corruption and not enforce property
rights fully. (2) Less developed economies may choose lower levels of property right enforcement and more corruption. (3) There may exist a 'free-lunch' such that over a certain range it
is possible simultaneously to reduce corruption, increase investment, and achieve a better
allocation of talent.

Bureaucratic corruption is widespread in many societies. Casual empiricism
and case studies suggest that corruption distorts the allocation of resources,
and discourages investment and the creation of new firms (e.g. Mydral, 1968,
DeSoto, 1989). Cross-country studies also find that countries with high corruption or long bureaucratic delays suffer lower growth (e.g. Mauro, 1996; Sartre,
1997). It is therefore tempting to conclude that government policies and
bureaucratic corruption are at least partly responsible for the lack of development or slow growth of many economies (e.g. Shleifer and Vishny, 1993).
Nevertheless, governments and bureaucracies do not exist only to seek rents.
They perform a number of useful functions, including provision of public
goods, correction of market failures, and redistribution. Without understanding why the state exists, it is difficult to assess why corruption arises, what its
consequences are, and whether and how it should be prevented. In this paper,
we analyse how the employees of the state (bureaucrats) can misuse their
power to enforce property rights. The protection of property rights is commonly viewed as one of the most important roles of the state by political
philosophers as diverse as David Hume, Karl Marx and Robert Nozick, while a
number of social scientists including North and Thomas (1973) and Rosenberg and Bridzell (1989) emphasise the importance of secure property rights
in the development of western societies.
For the state to have a role in enforcing property rights, some contractual
problems must exist between private parties. In our economy, these contractual problems are between entrepreneurs. In particular, production requires
two agents, and one of the entrepreneurs needs to undertake an investment,
but the returns accrue to the other one. This can be thought as a partnership
with the first agent as an upstream supplier providing an input of variable
* We are grateful to two anonymous referees, and to Tim Besley, Olivier Blanchard, Abhijit Banerjee,
Ricardo Caballero, Michael Kremer, Thomas Piketty, Jim Robinson, Christian Schulz and seminar
participants at MIT, Northwestern, Paris, Brussels and NYU Political Economy Conference for useful
comments.
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quality, and the second entrepreneur as a downstream producer. The effort of
the first agent has to be rewarded, and this necessitates a contractual arrangement. However, contracts are incomplete without the help of the government:
when there is no one to enforce the contract, the second entrepreneur's
payment promise is not credible. Anticipating this outcome, the supplier
chooses low investment and provides a low quality input. The role of the state
and its employees is to enforce contracts so that the supplier's investment can
be rewarded. However, it is difficult for outsiders to judge what the exact terms
of the contract are, and a public sector employee assigned to enforce a
contract can also abuse his powers, siding unfairly with one of the entrepreneurs. If this type of corruption is widespread, contracts once again fail to
accomplish their allocational role, and agents do not invest. Therefore,
property rights (contract) enforcement, which is crucial for the creation of
wealth, requires the prevention of corruption by these government employees.
As is usual in the literature on law enforcement (e.g. Becker, 1968; Becker
and Stigler, 1974), we concentrate on the role of 'efficiency wages' as the main
method of preventing corruption. Government employees lose their relatively
high wages if they are caught taking bribes. While there are other methods of
preventing corruption, the costs and benefits of efficiency wages are more
transparent. The costs of paying high public sector wages include: (1) incentive costs of taxation; (2) misallocation of talent because rents in the public
sector attract agents with no comparative advantage for this sector. We focus
on (2) as it is simpler to model.
Since preventing corruption and enforcing property rights is costly, the
socially optimal resource allocation often involves less than full enforcement
of property rights, and possibly some corruption. The optimal allocation also
depends on a host of factors, including the productivity of entrepreneurial
activities. As a result, it could be optimal for less developed economies, which
may have less productive investment opportunities, to have a lower level of
property right enforcement and more corruption. This implies that the
possibility of reverse causality has to be borne in mind in interpreting crosscountry correlations between growth and corruption.
More generally, our model offers a general equilibrium framework which
may be useful for the analysis of a host of issues related to property rights
enforcement, corruption, and investment. For example, our analysis shows
that the presence of corruption, rents for public sector employees and
misallocation of resources induced by the government sector do not necessarily imply that government intervention is counter-productive. In contrast,
these features may be part of an optimal allocation in the presence of
incomplete contracts and incentive problems (see also Acemoglu and Verdier,
1997). Our formulation where the role of government intervention is modelled is crucial in obtaining this result and suggests that a full assessment of
optimal property right enforcement requires a general equilibrium approach.
Another result which depends on the general equilibrium interactions is our
free-lunch effect. We show that for certain parameter values, higher public
sector wages can simultaneously increase entrepreneurial investment and
CORoyal Economic Society 1998
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improve the allocation of talent. This is because a marginal improvement in
the enforcement of property rights secured by higher bureaucratic wages may
make it worthwhile for entrepreneurs to invest, increasing the expected return
to entrepreneurship. Higher entrepreneurial returns, in turn, induce more
agents to choose this occupation rather than public employment.
Our paper relates to the growing literature on property rights and corruption. Rose-Ackerman (1975), Besley and McLaren (1993), Mookherjee and
Png (1994), Carrillo (1996), Banerjee (1997) provide complementary models
where corruption arises due to asymmetric information, and they discuss the
costs and benefits of corruption, but do not feature the general equilibrium
interactions which are important for our results.
The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 1 describes the basic environment. Section 2 characterises the equilibrium for a given public sector wage.
Section 3 characterises the output maximising level of public sector wage.
Section 4 introduces heterogeneity among bureaucrats and shows that there
can be equilibrium corruption in the output maximising allocation. Section 5
discusses how public sector wages will be determined as a result of a political
equilibrium process.

1. The Model
The economy consists of a continuum 1 of risk-neutral agents. Each agent can
become an entrepreneur or work for the public sector. Agents are differentiated by their level of entrepreneurial talent (or comparative advantage), a,
with the convention that a = 0 represents the most talented agent. The level
of talent is uniformly distributed over [0, 1] and is private information.
An agent of talent a incurs a cost of huinan capital investment equal to a if
he becomes an entrepreneur. There are two complementary entrepreneurial
roles; supplier (S) and producer (P) - or upstream and downstream. Upon
entering entrepreneurship, half of the agents discover that their skills are
suited to production and the remaining half become suppliers. Each entrepreneur can produce net output worth Vo. Suppliers also provide inputs to
producers. At cost e the supplier undertakes an investment which ensures that
the input is high quality, and increases the value of the producer's output to
VI with probability q, and leaves it unchanged with probability 1 - q. If the
supplier does not make the investment, the input is low quality and does not
contribute to producer's output. Whether the supplier has made the investment or not is not publicly observed. We assume that q(Vi - Vo) > e, which
implies that investment is socially profitable.
The supplier's reward has to be conditioned on the realisation of output in
order to provide him with the right incentives. The menu of contracts available
to the entrepreneurs is incomplete, so that even if the producer promises
payment R conditional on high output, he can always claim that output is low.
Therefore, it is necessary for a third-party to verify the realisation of the
producer's output. We assume, for simplicity, that in the pre-contracting stage,
the supplier has all the bargaining power so that the producer is forced to
?) Royal Economic Society 1998
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promise R= V1 - Vo conditional on high output. As a result, if the supplier
believes that contracts will be enforced with a sufficiently high probability, he
chooses to invest.
Agents can enter the public sector at no cost. Each public sector employee
(bureaucrat for short) is matched with a pair of entrepreneurs and observes
the realisation of the return. Upon inspection, the bureaucrat finds out the
return and can enforce the appropriate payments between the two entrepreneurs. More specifically, he reports a value v C { Vo, V1}, and conditional upon
this report the producer pays R or nothing to the supplier.
Consider the situation in which V= VI. If the bureaucrat reports v= Vo
instead of V1, P would gain V1 - Vo, so he has an incentive to offer part of this
return to the bureaucrat in order to induce him to misreport. In what follows,
we assume, for simplicity, that the bureaucrat cannot report v= VI when in
fact V = Vo, for example, because the producer does not have enough money
to pay in this case. We also assume that whenever there is corruption (bribery)
all the benefits accrue to the bureaucrat. As a result, if V = VI and he reports
v = Vo, the bureaucrat receives a bribe equal to Vi - Vo.
A bureaucrat who accepts a bribe is caught with probability p and loses both
his wage and the bribe. The probability p captures the degree of administrative
control on bureaucratic corruption, and can be endogenised, without affecting
our results, by having some bureaucrats monitor the others. Since each
bureaucrat can extract the whole surpluis, he will be corrupt if:
W-T<[W-T+

(VI-Vo)](1-p)

(1)

where W is the gross public sector wage rate, T is the lump-sum tax imposed
on all agents and p is the probability of being caught when dishonest. Note
also that the important variable for the bureaucrat is W - T, the gross wage
rate minus the tax rate. If caught taking bribes, he loses the wage rate but also
does not pay taxes since he has no money. Therefore, we define w= W -T,
the net wage of bureaucrats and carry out our analysis in terms of this variable.1
Equation (1) implies that when w < wo -(VI - Vo) (1 - p) / p bureaucrats
accept bribes, and when wo - w, they are honest.
When the size of the bureaucracy, IB, is greater than 1/3, there are more
bureaucrats than the number of entrepreneur pairs to be monitored, thus
wages are paid to bureaucrats who do not perform a useful role. While this
may be an important source- of inefficiency in many real economies, here we
abstract from this problem and assume that IB S 1/3 to focus on the trade-off
between property rights enforcement and allocation of talent. As a result, for
certain levels of the wage rate, w, there may be more applicants than available
positions. Because talent is private information, a random selection of the
applicants are accepted to the public sector, and the rest are turned down and
This emphasises that we could have made the alternative assumption that only entrepreneurs pay
taxes and bureaucrats are paid w and obtain exactly the same expressions alid results. Another
alternative which would not change our results, but complicate the expressions, is for the government
to pay only bureaucrats who have matched with entrepreneurs or to make wages contingent on reports.
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become entrepreneurs. Misallocation of talent results because it is not necessarily those with a comparative advantage for the public sector who are selected.
Diagrammatically, the sequence of events is;
successful

UB Prob Q

non successful

UE Prob 1 -

apply to bureaucracy

apply to entrepreneurship

Q

UE

where UB is the ex ante expected payoff to a bureaucrat, UE is the expected
payoff to an entrepreneur and Q is the probability of getting a public sector
job. After the choice of career, we have:
Assign. of roles
------

1

P & S agree
-

S invests/returns

-

*-

Match with burcrt.

-----

-

.-

4

3

2

Payoffs
5

In stage 1, entrepreneurs find out whether they are suited to production or
supplier role. In stage 2, each P entrepreneur finds a supplier (recall there are
equal numbers). In stage 3, the supplier decides whether to invest and provides
the input. In stage 4, returns are realised, and bureaucrats are randomly
allocated to P-S pairs to inspect the outcome. Finally in stage 5, payments are
made based on bureaucrats' reports. When bureaucracy is less than full size (i.e.
less than 1/3), some ventures will not have a bureaucrat. In this case, the
producer claims that the return was low and pays nothing to the entrepreneur.2
Denoting the fraction of suppliers who invest by r, and the probability that a
random bureaucrat is hones by x, the expected return to entrepreneurship
(before knowing which type of entrepreneur one will become) is:
UE(a, T, IB, x, T) = 2Vo +? q(Vi
+2 [V? + max (q(Vi

Vo){

21

-

Vo) (I -

__2_B

[x+ (1 -x)p]}-e;

O) -a -T.

(2)

Intuitively, an entrepreneur does not know ex ante what function he will be
assigned to. Irrespective of his role, he will obtain Vo. Additionally with
probability 2, he will become a producer, and if the corresponding supplier
invests (probability r) and the return is high (probability q), he may try to hide
this. But this can only happen when there is no bureaucrat assigned to this
project because otherwise, either the bureaucrat would be honest and the
production entrepreneur would receive the additional returns, or the bureaucrat would be dishonest and appropriate all the returns. Therefore, this second
term in the first bracket is multiplied by 1 - [21B/(l - IB)] which is the
2 If he were forced to pay some constant amount incentives to invest would be unaffected.
r,

?
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probability of not meeting a bureaucrat. Conversely, with probability 2, the
agent becomes a supplier and decides whether to invest and obtain the net
return of investment as well as his regular Vo. If there is no bureaucrat assigned
to the project, a supplier will never obtain the high return because the
producer will always claim V = Vo. If the bureaucrat is dishonest, he will not
receive the high return unless the bureaucrat is caught taking bribes. Therefore, for the supplier to receive the additional return, we require the venture
to have matched with a bureaucrat (probability 2 IB/ (1 - IB)), and the bureaucrat needs to be honest (probability x), or to be dishonest but get caught
(probability (1 - x) p).
It follows from (2) that the decision to invest depends on the degree of
property rights enforcement as summarised by X = [2IB/(1 - IB)] [X +
(1 - x) p]. Three elements affect this probability. First, the actual size IB of the
bureaucracy - when there are more bureaucrats, property rights are more
secure. Second, the degree of corruption x - when more bureaucrats are
corrupt, returns to investment are lower. Finally, the probability p of detecting
corruption - because when corruption is detected, returns from investment
are reimbursed to the supplier. The investment rule of a typical supplier
=T(X) is:
,r(X) = 0

if q(Vi-Vo)X<e

=1

if q(Vi-Vo)X>e

c[0,1]

if q(Vi-Vo)X=e.

(3)

Substituting (3) in (2) gives the expected return to entrepreneurship as:
UE(a, X,

IB,

T) = UE(a, r(X),

IB, x,

T).

To determine, bureaucrats' expected return, we distinguish two cases:
(a) wo < w (honest bureaucracy)
UB (W,

r) = w.

(4)

In this case, bureaucrats only receive their net wages (W - T) which are high
enough to discourage bribes. Since a is the cost of entering entrepreneurship,
it does not feature in (4).
(b) w < wo (corruptbureaucracy)
UB(W,

r) = (1 -rq)w+

rq(l - p)(w+ V1- Vo)

= w + rqp(w)o - w)

(5)

where r is the probability that a random supplier has invested, and q is the
probability that the investment leads to high return. With probability 1 -q,
the bureaucrat does not meet a venture with a successful investment, and
receives no bribes. With probability rq, he meets a pair of entrepreneurs with
a successful investment and demands bribes, with expected return
(1 - p) X (w + VI - Vo). Substituting the optimal investment decision rule in
?
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UB(W,

X)

r(X)].

Finally, IB bureaucrats receive a net wage w, as long as they do not get
caught taking a bribe, and 1 - IB entrepreneurs pay taxes. Therefore, the
government budget constraint is:
(I -

IB)

T=

I1B[1-rq(1

- x)

(6)

p]w.

An equilibrium can now be defined more formally. Given a net public wage
w, an equilibrium is a tuple {ae(w), l'(w), xe(w), Xe(w), Te(w), Te(w)}
C [0, 1] 6 X R+ representing respectively an allocation of talent, ae ( w); a public
sector size, l (w); a decision rule for bureaucrats determining whether they
accept bribes or not, xe(w), and thus the degree of property right enforcement, Xe(w); an investment decision for entrepreneurs, re(w); and a tax level
Te(w) such that:
(I) UB ( W, X ) = UE ( ae, Xe, le B, T e)
(II) leB = minf{ - ae, 1/3}.
(III) If w<wo,
then Xe = 0, and if w >- wo,
xe
[2lB/(1 - le)] [Xe + (1 - Xe) p].
(IV) 7;e r(Xe) as defined in (3).
_ le)
- xe) p]/(
(V) Te = w[le(I -r e)q(l

then

Xe =

1; and

Condition (I) defines the cut-off level of talent ae such that agents above this
level apply to the public sector. (II) determines the size of the bureaucracy as
the minimum of 1/3 and the number of agents applying to public jobs, 1 - ae.
(III) defines the fraction of honest bureaucrats, Xe(w), and the degree of
property rights enforcement, Xe. (IV) incorporates the optimal investment
decision for the supplier. Finally (V) restates the budget constraint of the
government (6).

2. Equilibrium Property Rights, Allocations and Investment
A: q p ( VI - VO) < e.
ASSUMPTION

This assumption implies that investment is not profitable for the supplier as
long as bureaucrats are corrupt. With a full size but corrupt bureaucracy, the
expected return to investment, qp(V1 - Vo), is less than e. Therefore, an
honest bureaucracy (though not necessarily of full size) is essential for investment to be profitable. We now analyse cases (a) and (b) above separately:
(a) wo S w (bureaucrats are honest).
In this case, x= 1. Thus X= 21B/(l

-

IB) and T=

wlB/(1

-

IB). Also the

return to entrepreneurship depends on whether suppliers find it profitable to
invest. For this purpose, we define:
1+ =

B
Co

Royal Economic Society 1998
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1

3(7)
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The optimal investment decision rule (3) can then be stated directly as a
function of IB:

r( IB) =

if IB < I+B

(8)

if IB> 1B
if IB = IB-

[O, 1]

Using (2) and (8), the ex ante return to entrepreneurship is:
UE(a, IB, T) = Vo +

qr(lB)

2

- a-

T.

(9)

Note that when there is investment (r((IB) = 1), the size of the bureaucracy
does not feature in the ex ante expected return, because when there is a
bureaucrat, the supplier receives the rents, and when there is no bureaucrat,
the production entrepreneur does, and since both outcomes are equally likely
ex ante, the size of the bureaucracy is not important. Nevertheless, as (8) shows,
the size of the bureaucracy determines whether investment is worthwhile from
the viewpoint of the supplier.
The return to bureaucrats in this regime is given by (4) above - they are all
honest and only receive their wages UB(W, X) = w. Substituting for T from
(6) into (9), and using condition (I) of the definition of equilibrium, the cutand the
off level of talent in the case of an honest bureaucracy, ae = aH(w),
size of the public sector, 1B(w), are:
aH (W) =Tr[IB(W)]

IB(W)

= min [1

-

q(Vi - Vo) - e
2
aH(w),

w
1-

lB (W)

(1 0)

1/3].

Fig. 1 describes the determination of the equilibrium in this case. The first
quadrant shows the condition IB= min (1/3, 1 - a) and the threshold level of
the bureaucracy l+ above which there is private investment. The second
quadrant of Fig. 1 represents the determination of the cut-off point aH(w)
when lB is less than 1/3. In this case, (10) implies that for aH(w)
larger than
2/3:
Ha

(w)~r[1~aH(w)]

q (Vi - Vo) - e +w
+V
2

HflW.

( 1)

In quadrant II, the right hand side of (11) is represented for a given wage w. It
consists of three parts depending on the investment regime: curve (I- I)
characterises full investment (r = 1). Part (N-N) is associated with no investment (r = 0). Finally, the vertical part at a = 1 - l+ corresponds to the mixed
(? Royal Economic Society 1998
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a

N
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2/3'1-l

IB

A2/3~1
1/31B

1

2

aIII

a'
I
a ,(w)
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/

~

~

I

aN(W)

A

;

B'

i

WF-i'
w*

WFF

---

----

----

-

I

FH)

wJ

Fig. 1.

investment regime (O S r S 1). At IB = +B, the curve (I-I) ceases to apply
and (N-N)
begins. The largest intersection of these curves with the 450
defines the relevant solutions: this is denoted by aI (w) in the full investmentregime, and by aN(w) in the no investment regime.3 Both functions, aN(w)
and aI (w) are decreasing in the public sector wage rate, so the cut-off point
aH(w) is the thick curve (1ABEF) in quadrant III. Between points A and B,
there is less than full size bureaucracy and no investment (T= 0), hence
aH (w) coincides with aN (w) (curve 1ABCN). This case applies when the
Similarly,
public sector wage is such that aN (w) > 2/3 and a N(w) >1 -I+.
along EF, aH(w) coincides with a'(w) (curve 1AIEFj), with less than full size
bureaucracy and T = 1. Finally, along the segment BE, suppliers play a mixed
investment strategy (r C [0, 1]) and in this range, aH(w) is equal to 1 -I+Bl
When IB is equal to 1/3 (i.e. aH(w) < 2/3), Tis equal to w/2 and the cut-off
point, aH (w), is:

aH(w)

= q V

2Vo

e+ VO- 3w

(12)

(instead of (11)). This is drawn in quadrant III of Fig. 1 as the linear segment
between points Fand J This regime occurs when w is larger than wF1 defined
by a'(zwF) = 2/3. Namely, wFF is the wage at which bureaucracy reaches full
3

When the public wage w is less than Vo - 1, the intersection is larger than 1 and a H (W)

?) Royal Economic Society 1998
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size (exactly 1/3 of the agents apply to bureaucracy) when entrepreneurs are
playing - = 1. Summarising the determination of a H (w):

For w< wFF a H(w) =

For w > w1F

aH(w)

aN(w)

when

aN(w)

= a'(w)

when a'(w) <

=

1-

otherwise.

=

VO+q

I

VO-e
2

_

>1

1

IB

-

(13)
3

(b) w < woo(corruptbureaucracy)
In this regime, x= 0, X = 2PIB/(1 - IB). Assumption A implies that entrepreneurs do not invest (re 0), and because bureaucrats have no bribe
opportunities, this case is identical to case (a) with r 0O. The cut-off point in
- 2/3 and
this regime ae = aC(w) is therefore equal to aN(w) when aN(w)
- 1/3. Similarly when IB(W) = 1/3, aC(w) is given by:
IB =1 -aN(w)
aC(W)

(14)

Vo-

and is drawn as the line CNin quadrant III of Fig. 1. This regime prevails when
w is larger than WF (point C), which is the wage rate defined by aN(wF) = 2/3
0 i.e. the wage at which bureaucracy is full size with no investment.
when r O,
Hence, under a corrupt bureaucracy, the talent cut-off point aC ( w) is given by:
For w< WF aC(w)

aN(W)

(15)
For w > WF a (w)

_Vo

2w.

Summarising the discussion in (a) and (b), the equilibrium cut-off point
ae(w)

is:

ae (w) = ac (w) for w <w(o

= aH(w) for w - Wo.

(16)

A complete formal characterisation of the equilibrium depends on how (o
compares to the wage rates at which bureaucracy reaches full size in cases (a)
and (b) - i.e. WFand wFF. Rather than going through a lengthy taxonomy, we
focus on the configuration of parameters illustrating the general equilibrium
interactions between investment, property right protection and bureaucratic
corruption most clearly. In particular, we consider the case WF : 00
In words, w* is the
w < wFF where w* is defined by aI(w*) = I-.
W*
public wage rate above which in the absence of corruption, bureaucracy
reaches a sufficiently large size so that all suppliers are willing to invest, i.e.
- = 1, (see Fig. 1).
Fig. 2 describes the equilibrium (a formal characterisation of the equilibrium for this configuration of parameters is provided in the Appendix). It is
similar to Fig. 1 with the additional quadrant IV drawing the equilibrium size
(? Royal Economic Society 1998
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a
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_
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\
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1-
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Fig. 2.

of the

of the

wage

quadrant III traces the equilibrium cut-off point

ae (W)

public

sector

1/(w) as a function

w. The
.

thick

curve

in

This figure shows that

an increase in the wage rate affects the equilibrium level of property rights
through two channels: the size of the bureaucracy and its quality (or the level
of corruption).
First, in quadrant Iv increasing the net wage rate w makes

public jobs more attractive and the size of the bureaucracy,

Ie (W),

increases.

The larger size bureaucracy improves the enforcement
of property rights as
le
(w) < 1/3. The usual efficiency wage effect on corruption is also
long as
present, and the quality of the bureaucracy improves with the public wage.
Holding the size of the bureaucracy constant, this improved quality (honesty)
increases expected returns to investment, which is responsible for the jumps in
quadrants

III and IV at cw)o.

In Fig. 2, the equilibrium size of the bureaucracy is

non-monotonic

in the wage

rate because the quality of bureaucracy, rather than its size, is the important
constraint on investment.
When w < wto, the bureaucracy is full size and
and
as
a
there
is no investment. When the wage level exceeds
dishonest,
result,
c(oo,bureaucrats prefer not to accept bribes, and the improvement in property
rights encourages suppliers to invest. This in turn makes the private sector
more attractive because producers obtain higher returns due to suppliers'
investment. As a result, a numnber of agents who would have otherwise applied
for a public sector job now prefer to enter the private sector, and the size of
(?) Royal Economic Society 1998
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the bureaucracy falls to l', the minimum size required to encourage investment. As the wage rate increases, the size of the public sector first stays at
lI < 1/3, and the fraction of suppliers who invest, Te, rises towards 1. At w*,
there is full investment (re(w) = 1) and I'(w) starts to increase again until it
reaches full size at 1/3. The free-lunch mentioned in the introduction is
illustrated by the fact that higher wages in this range create three beneficial
effects: (1) Less corruption and thus more investment. (2) A smaller bureaucracy, so a larger number of agents who can work in directly productive jobs.
(3) No rationing in the public sector which ensures a better allocation of
talent.
Finally observe that given the wage rate, the equilibrium in terms of the
allocation of talent, investment and enforcement of property rights is uniquely
determined, enabling us to conduct the welfare and political equilibrium
analyses by looking at the public wage rate only.

3. Optimal Property Rights Enforcement
In this section, we characterise the optimal degree of property rights. The key
to this exercise is a trade-off between the allocation of talent and corruption.
Recall that 1 - ae (W) is the number of individuals who apply to a public job
at the wage w. Two cases have to be considered depending on whether there is
rationing or not. With no rationing of public sector jobs, total surplus is given
by:
Q, (w) = V* (w)

(w)

ada

a(w)

V* ()

ae()2

(17)

where
V*(w)

-

2Vo + q re(w)(VI

-

Vo - e)

(18)

is the expected total value of a pair of entrepreneurs (net of investment costs).
With rationing, total net expected surplus is given by:
Qw)
Q(J)

V*(w)

~ae'(

3
V*(w)

3

1

2+

w)

da
ada

1 + ae(w)

6

I'-

-J

I

1
3[1

-

ae(w)]

}

d

(19)

Because there is full size bureaucracy, the number of ventures is also 1/3 and
total expected output is V* (w) /3. The last term on the RHS of the first line
reflects the distortion due to the fact that a random selection of those with
talent a , ae(w) (rather than those with a comparative advantage) are
accepted to bureaucracy. Also note that given Assumption A, corruption and
investment never coincide. In what follows we think of total surplus as a
measure of welfare that a utilitarian social planner would maximise. Alternatively, one can think of the allocation we characterise as simply outputmaximising.
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First, consider two hypothetical cases: bureaucracy is always corrupt or always
honest. We can then use (17) and (19) to plot social surplus under an 'always'
corrupt bureaucracy, and then an 'always' honest bureaucracy. This is done for
both regimes in Fig. 3. The general shape of the social surplus function is
independent of whether equation (17) - no rationing - or (19) - rationing applies. QN (w) (the curve OABCDN) is for corrupt bureaucracy (and no
investment) while the curve QJ(w) (OABD'EFJ) corresponds to the case with
an honest bureaucracy. QH( w) is non-monotonic in the public sector wage, w,
illustrating the trade-off between the allocation of talent and property rights
protection. On the one hand, increasing the wage rate distorts the allocation
of talent because the size of the bureaucracy increases and agents with a
comparative advantage for the private sector also apply to bureaucracy. On the
other hand, a high public wage improves the protection of property rights and
encourages investment because it increases the number of bureaucrats and
induces them to be honest. For low wages (OAB), the bureaucracy is too small
to induce investment, so a higher wage rate has no other effect than distorting
the allocation of talent further, and welfare is initially decreasing in the wage
rate. But a sufficiently large increase in public wages discourages corruption
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and induces investment (re(w) > 0). Until w = w*, the number of applicants
to bureaucracy a H (w) remains constant at 1 - lB and the allocation of talent
is not distorted further. While investment increases from r' = 0 to 1, social
surplus increases linearly until w*, at which point all gains from investment are
exhausted and surplus is once again decreasing in the wage rate.
The case of an 'always' corrupt bureaucracy is more straightforward. Social
surplus QsN
(w) (OABCDN) is uniformly decreasing in w because in this case
entrepreneurs never invest and a higher wage only attracts agents to unproductive activities. Observe also that in regions where there is rationing
(ae ( w) < 2/3), the welfare function is linear, while it decreases at a faster rate
in the no rationing regime. The reason is that the distortion in the allocation
of talent is less important with rationing of public jobs than without rationing
because some of the individuals who apply for a public job come back to the
private sector when they are turned down.
From the above discussion, social surplus is given as:
Qs(w)

QN(W)

when

w <w0

QQH(w)

when

w

wo0.

(20)

For the same configuration of parameters as in Fig. 2, Qs (w) is represented by
the thick curve in Fig. 3. ltjoins the relevant parts of the curves that apply with
always corrupt and always honest bureaucracy. At the threshold level w
0,
welfare jumps up because bureaucrats stop taking bribes and investment
becomes profitable. This is once again the free lunch effect whereby the
increase in the wage rate prevents corruption and increases the return to
entrepreneurship, reducing applications to the public sector.4
The optimal level of property rights enforcement can be determined
diagrammatically. Point 0 in Fig. 3 is associated with no bureaucracy, no
property rights and no investment. Point E at min {w*, to} is a local maxi1 '- B and re (aW*) = 1). When E is lower
mum (with w* such that ae(w*)
than point 0, it is never optimal to have property rights protection. This occurs
when (V1 - Vo) is small enough (see the Appendix), because with weak
enough investment opportunities, it is not worth paying for an honest bureaucracy. Conversely, when investment opportunities are sufficiently high, point E
is above 0, and there exists a threshold wc > w* such that Qs(wc) = Qs(0)
(see Fig. 3). The optimal degree of property rights protection is characterised
by:
PROPOSITION 1: Thereexists wc such that:
(I) Whenwo > wc, then the optimalpublic wage is equal to 0 and no propertyrights are
enforced.
(II) When wo - wc, then it is socially optimal to have an honest bureaucracyand a
positivepublic wage rate equal to max { w% t } .
4Note that in general the Social Planner can have an additional instrument; to choose the size of the
bureaucracy independent of the public sector wage. If this were allowed, the Social Planner would
choose a lower size of bureaucracy, but our qualitative results would not be affected
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Three features are worth noting. First, since enforcement is costly, it is not
optimal to enforce all property rights. In fact, it can be shown that the only
situation in which full property rights are optimal is when NO - wr, which is
the case where full property rights are necessary for investment.
Second, Proposition 1 reveals that the optimal organisation of the society
involves rents to public sector employees and misallocation of talent. And
yet, these observations are not proof of government failure (see also
Acemoglu and Verdier, 1997). The reason is intuitive; property right/
contract enforcement is necessary for the redistribution of ex post rents
according to ex ante agreements. However, this implies that there will be ex
post incentives to violate these property rights, and the rents for the
government employees are necessary in order to prevent such violations
(corruption). The presence of rents in one sector in turn distorts the
allocation of talent and make the enforcement of property rights more
costly, creating the trade-off between property right enforcement and the
allocation of talent.
Third, note that the condition wo - w, is necessary for the protection of
property rights to be socially optimal. Since wo (1 - p)/p(Vi - Vo), better
administrative controls as captured by p make it more likely that property
right enforcement is optimal. In contrast, a higher level of V1 - Vo creates
two opposing effects: returns to property rights protection increase, but the
efficiency wage, coo, that bureaucrats need to be paid also rises. Nevertheless,
it can be shown that the first - direct - effect dominates, and as a result,
economies with higher corporate investment opportunities should indeed
choose a higher degree of property rights protection. It is often stated that
economies with high levels of corruption (e.g. Klitgaard, 1988; Murphy et
al., 1991) or those with weak property rights (e.g. North, 1981; Rosenberg
and Bridzell, 1985) grow less because they do not invest enough in their
corporate sectors. Such a correlation appears to be in the data (e.g. Mauro,
1995; Svensson, 1994). Underlying these statements is a view in which the
level of corruption and property rights are exogenous. OCur model endogenises the level of property rights as a function of a measure of corporate
investment opportunities, q(V1 - Vo) - e, and suggests that differences in
the productivity of investments across countries due to autonomous factors
will influence both the optimal and the equilibrium level of property rights.
Therefore, in interpreting cross-country evidence, it has to be borne in
mind that both the degree of corruption and the investment levels are
endogenous.
It is also worthwhile to remark that this general equilibrium relationship
between property rights and corporate activities may also help us explain
Huntington (1968)'s observation that political modernisation is often associated with an increase in corruption. This may be partly because in autocratic
societies corporate opportunities are limited, therefore, although public sector
employees may be willing to accept bribes, there are no bribes to be received.
Modernisation may encourage investment, and in effect increase the observed
incidenceof corruption(see also next section).
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4. Partially Corrupt Bureaucracy and Investment
In the previous section, Assumption A ensured that investment was profitable
only when bureaucrats were honest. As a result, bribes were never observed in
equilibrium. In this section, we consider the case where investment can be
profitable under partial corruption.
We first introduce ex post heterogeneity among bureaucrats. We assume that
corrupt bureaucrats incur a dishonesty cost equal to F (this is sometimes
referred to as 'moral cost', e.g. Klitgaard, 1988). The exact magnitude of this
cost is discovered only after being in the bureaucracy,5 and is 0 for a proportion a of bureaucrats and y for a proportion 1 - a. Inspection shows that there
exists an additional wage rate level o1 ( V1- Vo)(1 - p) / p - y/ p such that
when w < oi, all bureaucrats are ready to be corrupt, and when oi < w < (0o,
only the fraction a of bureaucrats with no dishonesty cost will accept bribes,
and finally when wo < w, all bureaucrats are honest. The fraction of honest
bureaucrats, x, can now take three values 0, 1 - a, and 1 and the definition of
the equilibrium has to be modified accordingly.
We also replace Assumption A with:
ASSUMPTION B: qp(Vi - Vo) < e < q[ ( 1- a) + a p] (VI- Vo).
which implies that investment may be profitable even if some of the bureaucrats are corrupt.
Our analysis follows closely that of Section 2. o and wo1are the wage levels
at which the two types of bureaucrats are indifferent between honesty and
corruption. There is now an additional intermediate regime, which applies
when oi < w < ion,.Recalling the construction of aN(w) and aH(w) in Section
2, the equilibrium cut-off level of talent a e(w) above which agents apply to
bureaucracy can be determined as:
ae(w)

if

w<w1

= aP(w)

if

oi I

= aH(w)

if

=

aN(w)

w<o0

(21)

WoSw

where ap(w) is the cut-off level of talent which applies when there is partial
corruption among bureaucrats (and is given by equations (A3) and (A4) in the
Appendix).
Denoting the wage rate at which bureaucracy reaches full size with partial
corruption by wp, we can see that a complete characterisation of equilibrium
once again depends on the relative positions of the wage rates WF, WjF, Wp
and ao0 and ai. Since we only want to highlight the additional features due to
partial corruption, we focus on the case where WF <a1 < Wp < WjF < oo. At
WF, bureaucracy is full size, but until a)1 all bureaucrats are corrupt and there

51f the dishonesty cost were known before application, there would be an adverse selection problem,
which complicates the analysis without changing our main results. See Besley and Mclaren (1993) for
an analysis of this selection problem.
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is no investment. After this wage rate, bureaucrats with positive dishonesty
costs no longer accept bribes, so return to entrepreneurship increases, and
fewer agents, IB+ of them, apply to bureaucracy. Then, as the wage rate
increases further, first the fraction of entrepreneurs who invest, and then the
number of agents applying to bureaucracy increase, until at wp bureaucracy
reaches full size and -r 1. At this point, we still only have partial honesty.
From that point on, bureaucracy remains at full size until we reach the no
corruption regime. Moreover, since wIF is less than wo, the no corruption
regime, starting at o0, is characterised by full size bureaucracy. The new
feature compared to the previous sections is the fact that between Wp and coo
investment and bribes coexist.
The welfare analysis is also similar to before. In particular, since agents with
a positive cost of dishonesty never receive bribes, (17) and (19) still apply
exactly, and inspection of these expressions establishes (proof available upon
request):
PROPOSITION 2: Let w* be the wage rate where investment is fully profitable with
partially corrupt bureaucracy(ap ( w)
-1++ ). Then as long as w* < wo, the
output maximising allocation never hasfully honest bureaucracy.

Proposition 2 demonstrates that the optimal organisation of the society may
include corruption as well as rents and misallocation of talent. However, this is
not because corruption is a more efficient allocation system (e.g. Leff, 1964),
but because of precisely the opposite reason: the Planner is trying to implement an allocation which involves transfers from production entrepreneurs to
suppliers, and these transfers create room for corruption. Too much corruption would destroy property rights and investment incentives, but preventing
all corruption may be excessively costly.

5. Political Equilibrium
In this section, we investigate the degree of property right enforcement which
emerges as the political equilibrium based on egalitarian voting. Although
there are good arguments for why egalitarian voting is not the appropriate way
in which specific economic decisions are taken, we use this as an example to
illustrate how the heterogeneous preferences of the individuals may influence
these decisions. In this section, the main heterogeneity is between agents who
want to become bureaucrats and those who want to become entrepreneurs. To
facilitate the treatment we deal with the case where Assumption A holds. The
political equilibrium corresponds to a wage rate, WPe, and while choosing this
wage rate, agents anticipate the resulting (unique) equilibrium ae (W Pe),
le (W Pe), 'e (W Pe), xe (IWPe) characterised Section 2.
We assume that voting takes place before career choices but also suppose
that the wage rate that can be chosen is bounded above by w"'P such that at all
wage rates w wUsuP,the number of applicants to the public sector 1 - a(w) is
less than 2. This implies that, given the restriction on the voting alternatives, at
(? Royal Economic Society 1998
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least half of the agents in the economy have exactly the same preferences over
wages. Therefore, they will all vote for the same wage rate.
The utility of a representative majority voter (gross of cost of entry) is:
UE(W) =
le

- le (W)
~~~1
2

e
{
VO+Te(W)

I(W) W
1 _ le(W)

where the superscript e denotes the equilibrium characterised in Section 2.
Recall that when Xe(w) < 1, there is no investment, and this has already been
incorporated into the expression.6
The entrepreneur always receives Vo and pays taxes equal to le (W)W/
[1 - lB ( W)] where lB ( W) is the equilibrium size of bureaucracy at wage rate w.
Additionally, if property rights are enforced, each entrepreneur, when selected
for a supplier role (probability 2), prefers to invest and incurs the cost e. When
there is investment (te > 0), an entrepreneur therefore anticipates to receive
V1 - Vo in three different scenarios; when he is the production entrepreneur
and there is no bureaucrat; when he is the supplier and there is an honest
bureaucrat; and finally when he is the supplier, and there is a dishonest
bureaucrat who is detected. The sum of these terms give the additional
expected return.
Substituting the equilibrium public sector size le (w) and the cut-off talent
level point ae(w) and simplifying, we obtain an expression for the expected
return of a typical entrepreneur:
UE(W) = UE(O)

Vo - 1

when

w

= w+ aN(w)

when

V0-1<w<wc

=w+aH(w)

when

w-

0

wo

As was the case with the output maximising allocation, the expected return to
an entrepreneur,

UE, has a local

maximum

at E = min {w*, (oo},

so the

median voter (entrepreneur) would like to choose the minimum level of
bureaucracy sufficient to encourage investment. For this local maximum to
entail higher output than the allocation without property rights, investment
opportunities (V1 - Vo) need to be sufficiently large. Equivalently, let w' be
such that w' > w* and UE( w) = UE(0). Then the optimal degree of property
rights protection in the political equilibrium is characterised by
PROPOSITION
3: (a) Whenwo > w', thepolitical equilibriumpublic wage is equal to
Oand no propertyrights are enforced.
(b) Whenwo - w', the political equilibriumwage rate max { w o,coo} and property
rights are enforced.
6 The full expression for taxes is: w[1 - re(w)]pq[l -Xe(w)]
lB(w)/[1-le(7)].
incorporated the fact that for xe(w) < 1, Te(w) =O, so taxes are equal to wlI'(w)/[1_Ie
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(c) In the political equilibrium, there is never morepropertyrights than the output
maximising allocation.
The proof mirrors that of Proposition 1 and is omitted. Although the
political equilibrium also involves a choice between points 0 and E in Fig. 3,
the exact conditions for this choice are different than in Proposition 1 (i.e. the
two threshold wages wc and w, are different). The conditions for the property
rights enforcement to be privately preferred are more stringent. As a result,
the political equilibrium may lead to less property rights than the output
maximising allocation. What is the intuition? There are two differences between Propositions 2 and 3: first, the median voter ignores the rents received
by the bureaucrats, and second, he ignores the misallocation of talent induced
by these rents since he is not the marginal agent. The first - direct - effect
always dominates the indirect effect, and causes wages and the enforcement of
property rights to be too low.7

6. Concluding

Comments

In the absence of a state to enforce agreements, contracts are incomplete, and
investments that need contractual guarantees will be curtailed. Therefore,
there is a need for some of the agents to be employed to uphold property
rights and enforce contracts, and it has to be ensured that these agents are not
corrupt. Because preventing corruption is costly, an intermediate level of
property right enforcement may be optimal, and it may be too costly to prevent
all corruption. We also show that despite the trade-off between investment and
the allocation of talent, there can be a range where the society has a freelunch: increasing public sector pay may simultaneously increase investment
and improve the allocation of talent. This is because better property rights
induced by higher public sector pay make the private sector more profitable,
reducing applications to the public sector.
We used a simple model to highlight the trade-off between property right
enforcement and allocation of talent. A number of extensions and important
issues are left for future work.
(1) It is possible to endogenise the amount of bureaucratic control within
the government (i.e. endogenise p). This can be done by introducing a
hierarchy of agents monitoring each other (e.g. Rose-Ackerman, 1975; Carrillo, 1996), or by allowing the public sector itself choose the rules by which it
functions (which appears to be the de-factosituation in many countries). In
either case, the result is likely to be an intermediate value of p. It would be too
costly for the society to create a large enough bureaucracy so that each public
sector employee is perfectly monitored. It would also be self-detrimental for
7 When there is heterogeneity among entrepreneurs, there can be 'too much' property rights
enforcement in the political equilibrium. For example, agents who are more likely to be suppliers
prefer more secure property rights, and may be the majority. The reason for too much enforcement in
this case is that property rights do not only encourage investment, but also redistribute rents.
( Royal Economic Society 1998
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the bureaucracy to choose a very low value of p because this would make the
public sector of little use and induce the society to dismantle the bureaucratic
machinery.
(2) A dynamic extension of such a model would also be useful. An interesting result that arises from such an extension is that past levels of property
rights determine the willingness of agents to pay for future property rights. For
example, if weak property rights induce the current generation to choose low
levels of human capital, they wvillhave less to benefit from future improvements
in property rights, and will not be willing to vote for them. This type of
persistence in the organisation of society may condemn some countries to a
low property right-low investment trap (see for example, Acemoglu, 1995;
Tirole, 1996; for models with this flavour).
(3) A dynamic model would also be useful in providing predictions on the
likely path of property rights enforcement over the course of development.
Our comparative static results suggest that less developed economies may
prefer lower levels of property right enforcement and may be more tolerant
towards corruption. However, it is not clear how such results can be obtained
in a fully dynamic model, and whether the forces highlighted here can explain
the emergence of centralised governments as in seventeenth century, and then
the gradual increase in the role of the government.
(4) Finally, the results presented here invite further empirical work. Can we
identify anything like the free-lunch effect? Is there any evidence that less
developed economies are more tolerant towards corruption (rather than
corruption condemning them to underdevelopment)? Does corruption harm
growth through its impact on investment? How can we quantify costs and
benefits of corruption and property right enforcement?
MassachusettsInstitute of Technology,and CERASand DELTA
Date of receiptoffirst submission:June 1996
Date of receiptoffinal typescript:April 1998

Appendix
In the text, we analysed equilibria for WF < NO
characterisethe equilibrium more formally.

S w* < wjF

diagrammatically.Here, we

A holdsand WF < OlO 1-w* < ww, theequilibrium
tuple
SupposeAssumption
(le (w), ae(w), re(w)) is givenby:[I] (0, 1, 0) if w< Vo-1; [II] (1 - aN(w), aN(w), 0)
if Vo-l I w - wF; [III] (1/3, Vo/2-3w/2, 0) if WF < W-w ct0; [IV] (1B, 11 Te(w) C (0, 1)) if wo < w w*; [V] (1 - a'(w), a'(w), 1) if w* S w< wFF; [VI]
(1/3, [VI-Vo-e]/2+ Vo- 3W/2, 1) if wjF < w.

PROPOSITIONAl:

The proof is straightforward by working through the cases. When
w < Vo - 1, the wage rate is too low to attract agents to the public sector and
W S WF, bureaucracy is less than full size and corrupt, so
ae(w) = 1. VO -1
?
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there is no investment. At WF, the bureaucracy reaches full size, but still with
no investment. Once the wage reaches coo, bureaucrats stop taking bribes, and
investment is profitable. At this point, applications to bureaucracy fall to l+ (if
there were less than l+ bureaucrats, investment would not be profitable). As
the wage increases, first there is no more application to bureaucracy, but a
larger fraction of suppliers invest, increasing the return to entrepreneurship
and keeping the agent with a =1 -1+ indifferent between entrepreneurship
and bureaucracy, despite the larger wage. At w*, the number of applications to
the public sector start increasing again, and at wff, bureaucracy reaches full
size, all bureaucrats are honest, and all suppliers invest (T = 1).
Characterisationof the Social Surplus Curve and Proof of Proposition 1.

Suppose Assumption A holds and

WF <a)0C)

W*

<

WFF,

then total surplus is

given by:
Qs(w) = QS(w)
= QN (W)
=

QN(w)

=s

Bw

QS(W)

= Vo-1/2
= ae(w)[Vo - ae(w)]/2
=
2Vo/31/3 + ae(w)/6

=
=

0-I)V

+,re (W)[q(Vi

2- (1 - 1+)/2}

aH(w){Vo + q[(Vi-

Vo)-

w S
if Vo-

if

V0-1

- Vo)- el/ if o-o
e]/

w

I

< WF

WF SwW<o

if w

w<w*

w<wnF
W

2=

S(w)

aH(w)/2}
[2Vo+ q(Vi-Vo)-e]/3
- 1/3+ aH (w) /6

j
if wFF

w

Again the proof is straightforwardby simply working through the different cases. It is
also clear from the expression that the local maximum of QjH(W) is at w*, and is
<
greater than Q (O) if q( V1- Vo) - e is sufficiently large. More precisely, Q&U(00)
is monotonically decreasing after w*.
QN (O) and Q (w*)> QN(O), and QN(w)
Therefore, there exists a unique wc such that Qs(W) =QS(?) If woo> wc, point E
can never be reached, i.e. QS(w.) Qs(wc), so no property right enforcement is
optimal. If wo < wc, then Qs(wc) = QSH(wC)so Eis above 0, and the output maximising public sector wage rate is w*.
-

Characterisationof the cut-offpoint ap (w) under partial corruption.
In the partialcorruption regime, the exantereturn of bureaucracyis:
UB (W, T) =

(1 -Tqa) w + Tqa w + V1- VO)(1 - p)

= w + Tqap(o0 - w)
which is similar to (5) in the text, except that the ex anteprobabilityfor a bureaucratto
be corrupt is rqa because only bureaucratswith no dishonesty cost accept bribes.
The expected return to an entrepreneur is again given by (2) with x = - a, which
implies that the threshold size of bureaucracyfor investment to be profitable is:
B

e+2q(V1-VO)[1-(

1-p)a]

B

(Al)

For example, if IB> I++, then T= 1. Using (Al) and (2) in the main text, the expected
return to entrepreneurship is:
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q(V -Vo)

-e

1B]

[1-(1-p)a

-

UE(a, IB, T) = VO+T(IB)

B

- a-

T.

(A2)

Using the budget constraint (6) with x= 1 - a, the cut-off point ap(w) above which
individuals apply to a public job (as long as bureaucracy is less than full size and
partially corrupt) is characterised by:
q(Vi
w +rT(lB)qap(Wo-

-ap(w) -1

and

-

Vo) 1 -(1-

w) = Vo + r(IB)

IB

jB

p)a

IB

1

-

IB

[1 -r(lB)aqp]

- e

1 - IB

2

W

(A3)

=1-aP(w).

Simplifying terms and using the definition of wo, when
aP(w) = Vo -3w-3apq(wo

IB
-

=1/3,

w).

ap(w) is:
(A4)
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